Application report: framework and guidance

The Application report: framework and guidance is one of a set of three publications. The other two
are The Charter and How to join the journey: a guide for protected areas. Together the trio forms
guidance on how to become a member of the European Charter for Sustainable Tourism.

The Charter Principles for Sustainable Tourism
The underlying aims of the European Charter for Sustainable Tourism in Protected Areas are to
•

increase awareness of, and support for, Europe’s protected areas as a fundamental
part of our heritage, that should be preserved for, and enjoyed by, current and future
generations;

•

improve the sustainable development and management of tourism in protected areas,
which takes account of the needs of the environment, local residents, local businesses
and visitors.

The charter principles involve working in partnership, preparing and implementing a strategy, and
addressing key issues. Charter protected areas make a series of commitments to achieve the
underlying aims:
1

To involve all those implicated by tourism in and around the protected area in its
development and management.

A permanent forum, or equivalent arrangement, should be established between the protected-area
authority, local municipalities, conservation and community organisations and representatives of the
tourism industry. Links with regional and national bodies should be developed and maintained.
2

To prepare and implement a sustainable tourism strategy and action plan for the
protected area.

The strategy should be based on careful consultation and be approved and understood by local
stakeholders. It should contain:
•

a definition of the area to be influenced by the strategy, which may extend outside the protected
area;

•

an assessment of the area’s natural, historic and cultural heritage, tourism infrastructure, and
economic and social circumstances; considering issues of capacity, need and potential
opportunity;

•

an assessment of current visitors and potential future markets;

•

a set of strategic objectives for the development and management of tourism, covering:
- conservation and enhancement of the environment and heritage,
1

-

economic and social development,
preservation and improvement of the quality of life of local residents,
visitor management and enhancement of the quality of tourism offered;

•

an action plan to meet these objectives;

•

an indication of resources and partners to implement the strategy;

•

proposals for monitoring results.

3

To protect and enhance the area’s natural and cultural heritage, for and through tourism,
and to protect it from excessive tourism development by:

•

monitoring impact on flora and fauna and controlling tourism in sensitive locations;

•

encouraging activities, including tourism uses, which support the maintenance of historic heritage,
culture and traditions;

•

controlling and reducing activities, including tourism impacts, which: adversely affect the quality of
landscapes, air and water; use non-renewable energy; and create unnecessary waste and noise;

•

encouraging visitors and the tourism industry to contribute to conservation.

4

To provide all visitors with a high-quality experience in all aspects of their visit, by:

•

researching the expectations and satisfaction of existing and potential visitors;

•

meeting the special needs of disadvantaged visitors;

•

supporting initiatives to check and improve the quality of facilities and services.
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To communicate effectively to visitors about the special qualities of the area, by:

•

ensuring that the promotion of the area is based on authentic images, and is sensitive to needs
and capacity at different times and in different locations;

•

providing readily-available and good quality visitor information in and around the area, and
assisting tourism enterprises to do so;

•

providing educational facilities and services that interpret the area’s environment and heritage to
visitors and local people, including groups and schools.
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To encourage specific tourism products which enable discovery and understanding of the
area, by:

•

providing and supporting activities, events and packages involving the interpretation of nature and
heritage.
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To increase knowledge of the protected area and sustainability issues amongst all those
involved in tourism, by:

•

providing or supporting training programmes for staff of the protected area, other organisations
and tourism enterprises, based on assessing training needs.

8

To ensure that tourism supports and does not reduce the quality of life of local residents,
by:

•

involving local communities in the planning of tourism in the area;

•

ensuring good communication between the protected area, local people and visitors;

•

identifying and seeking to reduce any conflicts that may arise.
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To increase benefits from tourism to the local economy, by:

•

promoting the purchase of local products (food, crafts, local services) by visitors and local tourism
businesses;

•

encouraging the employment of local people in tourism.

10 To monitor and influence visitor flows to reduce negative impacts, by:
2

•

keeping a record of visitor numbers over time and space, including feedback from local tourism
enterprises;

•

creating and implementing a visitor management plan;

•

promoting use of public transport, cycling and walking as an alternative to private cars;

•

controlling the siting and style of any new tourism development.

Signed:

Dated:

The Application Report is the key document where all information has to be provided. Concise,
summary responses to the questions are needed for the verifier to obtain an overall picture.
Cross-reference to other documents may be provided for additional information, but
supporting text (as suggested above) must be included.
Please submit your application report in this WORD document and as a signed (page 2 and end
of document) printed-out hard copy. Please fill in all questions by typing in the
grey boxes (which disappear when typed in) paying special attention to those areas shaded in
yellow.

SECTION A – GENERAL INFORMATION
A1

Name of the protected area and its responsible body

Parco Naturale Regionale delle Dune Costiere da Torre Canne a Torre San Leonardo.
Management consortium of Parco Naturale Regionale delle Dune Costiere da Torre Canne a Torre
San Leonardo

A2 Contact details
Give name of person and position, address, phone, fax, e-mail (who can be contacted by the verifier to
discuss the application report)
Gianfranco Ciola Presidente del Parco
Piazza della Libertà c/o Comune di Ostuni – 72017 Ostuni (Br)
Tel 0831.307339 Fax 0831.307364 presidente@parcodunecostiere.org

A3 Type of designation
The status of the area, including IUCN category. Indicate any zones of varying designation.
Regional Park

A4

Relationship to surrounding area/region

a)

Indicate any formal or informal surrounding buffer zones or other areas of influence
(administrative or in terms of tourism policy)
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Formally, there are no buffer zones identified on the borders of the protected perimeter. From an
administrative point of view, the Park has relationships with municipalities of Ostuni and Fasano and
the Province of Brindisi.
The park works closely with these governments to define local development policies related to local
tourism and the enhancement of environmental and cultural resources, which are never limited to the
protected area but always cover the entire municipality of Ostuni and Fasano.
b)

Show the complete Charter application area on a map

A5

Size of area/zones

a) Total size of protected area in hectares and % mixture of the landownership.
The Park area is extended 1,069 ha. About 2% is public land. The City of Ostuni is the owner of the
wetland and the ancient aquaculture facility alongside the Morelli river. The city of Fasano owns a
stretch of coast near Tavernese, consisting of agricultural land behind the dunes and coastal dunes.
b) Total size of the Charter application area
As mentioned previously, the tourism policies of the Park always point to the broad involvement of
actors and stakeholders, many of which are located in inland areas. In this first phase of adhesion to
the ECST, the park prefers to focus the territory covering the municipalities of Ostuni and Fasano, an
area of 352.58 km2 (anyway, the initiatives organized by the Park often have a wider area of
influence, involving agricultural and tourist operators located throughout the plain olive grove that
reaches from the coast up the Murgia escarpment).
A6

Population

Give population within the protected area and in the Charter application area.
Population within the protected area and the area of application of the Charter.
POPULATION

Ostuni
Fasano
Park

1991

2001

2010

33.480
38.782
72.262

32.901
38.745
71.646

32.453
38.493
70.946

Variation % 20101991
-3,1
-0,7
-1,8
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It is not possible to accurately determine the population resident in the administrative territory of the
Park, which is characterized by a low level of urbanization and the presence of scattered houses in a
predominantly rural.
Along the coast, however, there are two large residential-tourist towns, one located north
corresponding to the town of Torre Canne and the other place in the south of Rosa Marina-Pilone.
These two residential clusters are sparsely inhabited during the winter, but in summer reach up to
50,000 people (including tourists and residents), with the consequent human pressures and overcrowd
along the coastline.
In the application of the ECST area, the resident population amounted in 2010 to 70,946 inhabitants.
A7

Legal structure relating to the protected area

Indicate the type/status of protected-area authority, relationship with other relevant official bodies or
local authorities.
Management consortium is made up by the city of Ostuni, Fasano and the Province of Brindisi. The
bodies of the Consortium are:
- The Assembly, which includes the two mayors of Fasano and Ostuni and the President of the
Province;
- The Board of the Park, consisting of the President of the Park and three components of a
technical nature,
- The Director of the Park;
- The Park Consultation Body , composed by representatives of industry, trade union and
associations of the territory.
A8

Reason for designation (very brief description)

The designation was made - before as SCI and than as Park - for the presence of natural habitat types
of community interest and priority habitat in the coastal zone (code 6220*Pseudo-steppe with grasses
and annuals of the Thero-Brachypodietea , 2250* Coastal dunes with Juniperus spp., 1510*
Mediterranean salt steppes (Limonietalia), 1210 Annual vegetation of drift lines)

A9

Management and staffing

Total numbers of staff. Please give organisational diagram if relevant.
The staff of the Park is composed by 3 people: the Director, an administrative officer and a
responsible financial accounting. All of them are functionaries of the administrative structures of
Fasano and Ostuni Municipalities and the Province of Brindisi.
A10 Overall protected-area management
a)

Does the protected area have a management plan? (Yes or No)

No, the Management Plan for the entire protected area is not yet in force. The park, however, is
completing the preparation of 3 major programming tools: the Territorial Plan, the Park Regulation and
the Socio-economic development Plan.
There is a Management Plan of the SIC IT9140002 "Brindisi Coast" (Natura 2000 site), included in the
Park and extended 460 ha.
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Blu: Park’s area; Green: SCI’s boundaries

b)

When was it last reviewed?

Indicate briefly the main priorities of protected-area management
The first priority in park management is to regulate the system of access to the coast and promote
tourist services compatible with the protection of the environmental system “beach/coastal dune/backdune”, through the involvement of tour operators of the park and through the implementation of
information campaigns and awareness of the bathers.
A11 Total annual budget
Please indicate total budget of the protected-area body (including overheads and project expenditure).
Explain briefly how the protected area is funded, and indicate any external resources that are regularly
available.
The annual budget of the Park is equal to a total of 50,000 euro, coming from annual contribution by
the Apulia Region - Department of Parks and Reserves. Other resources come from projects funded
by the EU and the Region of Puglia.
A12 Annual visitor numbers
Day visitor:
The number of day visitors depends on the season. As a coastal park, it is very influenced by summer
tourism, particularly during the weekend. Indeed there are thousands of visitors along the 8 km of the
park's coastline in summer and a lot of tourist services are available every day (guided tours, nature
tours, local food and wine tastings, events, etc.) with an average daily rate of 60-100 paying visitors.
Instead there is an average weekly rate of 60-100 paying visitors in the rest of the year.

Staying visitor:
Arrivals were 163.280 in the Charter application area, in the year 2010 (Ostuni 80.626 and Fasano
82.654), equal to 54 % of the entire Brindisi Province, it means that the Park is the main tourist
attraction of this territory. Tourist arrivals increased by 16,5 % over the period 2002-2010.
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Arrivals
2010
82.654
80.626
163.280

2002
68.171
72.008
140.179

Fasano
Ostuni
Park

Variation %
21,2
12,0
16,5

Total nights:
Bednights were 840.489, in the Charter application area, in the year 2010, (Ostuni 447.882 and
Fasano 392.607), equal to 61,2 % of the entire Brindisi province. Tourist bednights increased by 8,9
%.% over the period 2002-2010.
Bednights
2010
392.607
447.882
840.489

2002
308.141
463.600
771.741

Fasano
Ostuni
Park

Variation %
27,4
-3,4
8,9

Please define indicators such as:
•

Total visitor arrivals or bednights per month

Seasonal fluctuations of tourist flows were particularly high. Visitors significantly increase in summer
months because tourism is still mainly related to coastal and marine resources, despite all the efforts
of Park and municipalities to promote off-season adjustment strategies.
Arrivals are about 58 % of total arrivals over the period June-August, in the year 2010, and increased
by 55 % compared with the previous year. Vice versa the relative "weight" of almost all the other
months (February as an example) decrease, despite the increase of their absolute value.

MONTHLY ARRIVALS
month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOT

2009

2010

number

%

number

%

1.528
3.862
3.957
11.983
19.485
21.125
27.129
36.874
16.381
6.694
2.479
3.369
154.866

1,0
2,5
2,6
7,7
12,6
13,6
17,5
23,8
10,6
4,3
1,6
2,2
100

2.155
3.961
3.797
10.504
15.875
25.433
33.009
36.370
16.128
9.992
2.788
3.268
163.280

1,3
2,4
2,3
6,4
9,7
15,6
20,2
22,3
9,9
6,1
1,7
2,0
100

Arrivals increased by 11,28 % in the summer months (June, July, August) over the period 2009-2010.
Instead they decreased by 1,82 % in the rest of the year.
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Summer (June,July, August)
Other months

ARRIVALS SEASONAL TREND
2009
85.128
69.738

2010
94.812
68.468

Variation %
11,38
-1,82

Monthly bednights are concentrated in the summer months (69,6 %), in the year 2010. That trend is
common to all seaside getaways, where tourists spend generally at least a week in summer.
Bednights slightly decreased in the summer months compared with the previous year. Vice versa
bednights increased in the spring months and in the autumn months (particularly in September and
October).

MONTHLY BEDNIGHTS
month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
TOT

2009

2010

number

%

number

%

4432
6.281
9.408
32.399
60.128
115.978
188.430
263.662
75.318
19.836
6.515
7.163
789.550

0,6
0,8
1,2
4,1
7,6
14,7
23,9
33,4
9,5
2,5
0,8
0,9
100

4666
5.032
10.591
26.921
52.055
121.621
198.366
265.219
97.614
40.714
9.880
7.810
840.489

0,6
0,6
1,3
3,2
6,2
14,5
23,6
31,6
11,6
4,8
1,2
0,9
100

Bednights increased by 3,02 % in the summer months (June, July, August) over the period 20092010; the increase was higher (+15,26 %) in the rest of the year.
BEDNIGHTS SEASONAL TREND
2009
Summer (June,July, August)
Other months

•

568.070
221.480

2010
585.206
255.283

Variation %
3,02
15,26

Total day-visitor estimate per annum or per month

Park visitors are about 6000-8000 every year and arrivals considerably change depending on month.
Day visitors are usually 2000-3000 every month, in the summer season (July, August, September), but
are 300-400 in the rest of the year, except scholastic tours in spring (a pair of classes every day in
April and May).
There are also many visitors who frequent the Park only in summer, for sea fruition only. During week
end may be even 8-10.000 day visitors; these are people who do not come in to contact with the Park
(many of them do not know to be in a protected area) but but cause imacts on natural resources,
above all threatening dune ecosystems
•

Number of bedspaces (by accommodation type)

Bedspaces were 5.513, in the Park area, in the year 2010, distributed as follows: hotels 2.353 (42%),
holiday villages 1.244 (23%), campsites 1.186 (22%), agriturism 339 (6%), holiday houses 281 (5%),
B&B 90 (2%), room rentals 20 (0,4 %).
Park's accommodation facilities are 45, equal to 22 % of Charter application area's facilities and to 10
% of Brindisi Province's facilities.
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Park's bedspaces are equal to 39 % of Charter application area's facilities and to 24,4 % of Brindisi
Province's facilities.

•

Annual average % bedspace and bedroom occupancy of accommodation

Annual average bedspaces occupancy (%)
100,0

90,0

80,0

70,0

60,0

50,0

40,0

30,0

20,0

18,0

18,3

18,1

2002

2003

2004

22,3

19,8

18,6

19,3

2005

2006

2007

18,0

16,2

2009

2010

10,0

0,0
2008

Average % bedspaces occupancy is 16,2 % in the Park, in the year 2010. It is interesting to note that
Fasano (20,9%) and Ostuni (13, 5 %) show very different values. The higher value was registered in
the year 2008 (22,3 %) in the period 2002-2010.

•

% of enterprises reporting growth in business over previous year

Data not available.
•

% of bedspaces available all year

All accommodation facilities are open in the hinterland, in the winter season (for the most part
agriturism, holiday houses and B&B), but campings and holiday villages (two very roomy
accommodations) close, because they are particularly related to sea-turism. On the whole, the
bedspaces available the all year round are about 50 % of total badspaces available.
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•

Ratio of average occupancy (or total bednights) between busiest and least busy 3 months

Ratio of average occupancy between busiest and least busy 3 months is 26,2.
AVERAGE OCCUPANCY (AO) - 2010
revenues
bedspaces
lowest average occupancy
9.880
14.232
7.810
14.232
4.666
14.232
22.356
14.232
highest average occupancy
121.621
14.232
198.366
14.232
265.219
14.232
585.206
14.232

month
November
December
January
TOT
June
July
August
TOT

AO
2,3
1,8
1,1
1,7
28,5
45,0
60,1
44,7

Only August has an average bedspaces occupancy higher than 50 %. From June to September
average bedspaces occupancy is higher than 20 %; seven months have average bedspaces
occupancy lower than 10 %.

PARK AVERAGE OCCUPANCY
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Number of bedspaces per 1000 local population

198 bedspaces per 1000 local population are available in the Charter application area, in the year
2010 (14.232 bedspaces; 72.000 local population).
•

Ratio of number of tourists to local population

Ratio of number of tourists to local population is 12 in the Park, 13,8 in Ostuni and 10,2 in Fasano, in
the year 2010. On the whole the value changed slightly over the period 2002-2010, but it is important
to note the increase of the value in Fasano.
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Tourist Intensity Rate

Parco
Fasano
Ostuni

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

11,1
8,0
14,1

11,2
9,8
12,5

11,4
8,5
14,3

12,6
9,8
15,4

11,6
9,8
13,4

12,9
10,3
15,5

12,1
10,0
14,1

11,3
9,5
13,1

12,0
10,2
13,8

Variation
%
8,6
27,5
-2,1

Are these actual figures or estimates?
Data are all real. Data source: APT Provincia di Brindisi.
A13 Tourism structure
Give a brief overview of the tourism history and type of tourism in the area.
Ostuni and Fasano have a huge historical and cultural heritage and they have been invested a lot in
off-season strategies in the last years, to promote different kinds of tourism in addition to the traditional
coastal and marine tourism.
Tourism started developing in Fasano in the '60s - in the hilly area called "Seva di Fasano" - and in
Torre Canne and Ostuni in the 70's. The first big holiday villages and campsites were built in the 60's
along the coastline (Valtur, Rosa Marina, Il Pilone...). The bigger campsites were later transformed in
holiday villages with thousands of bedspaces available.
Afterwards important international events - as the cycling world championship in the year 1976 increased the attractiveness of this new tourist destination.
Up to the first half of the 90's, sea was the most powerful tourist attraction in the area, but the
hinterland attractiveness started recently to increase in rural areas with centuries-old olive groves and
manor farms. Foreign investors (especially from England) invested in properties like manor farms and
trulli (traditional cylindrical homes with cone roofs in Puglia) and started to transform them in holiday
houses and B&B.
Furthermore Salento is rich in local products and typical dishes and invested a lot in promoting a
highly qualified 'food and wine tourism', organizing important events like local traditional events, town
festivals, fairs and wine and food tasting.
The Park is instrumental in this developing process, creating a strong network of tourism operators
and organizing events and projects for the conservation and promotion of the natural and cultural
heritage of its territory. As an example the Park promotes cooperation and dialogue among rural
operators and tourism operators from the hinterland and hotel managers and bathing establishments
owners from the coastal area, with the aim to widen tourism supply and reduce human pressure on
coastal areas.
A14 Infrastructure and tourism offers
Give a brief overview of the amount and type of accommodation, attractions, activities, events, and
visitor services
Accommodation facilities (hotel and other types of accommodation) are 429 and bedspaces 22.515, in
Brindisi Province in the year 2010: 47 % of these facilities (201) and 63 % (14.232) of these
bedspaces are available in Fasano and Ostuni municipalities; 45 accommodation facilities are
available in the Park area, equal to 22 % of the availability in the Charter application area (Fasano and
Ostuni municipalities) and equal to 10 % of the availability in Brindisi Province; 5.513 bedspaces are
available in the Park area, equal to 39 % of the availability in the Charter application area (Fasano and
Ostuni municipalities) and equal to 24,4 % of the availability in Brindisi Province.
Hotels are 80 (9.267 bedspaces) in Brindisi Province: 38 in Fasano and Ostuni municipality (5.462
bedspaces); 10 in the Park area (2.353 bedspaces), equal to 43 % of the availability in the Charter
application area (Fasano and Ostuni municipalities) and equal to 25,4 % of the availability in Brindisi
Province. The availability of agriturism is wide too: 30 in Fasano and Ostuni municipality (761
bedspaces); 15 in the Park area (339 bedspaces).
It confirm that the Park area and the Charter application area play an important role in rural tourism in
Puglia Region.
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Sea is the most important factor influencing the attractiveness of this territory. Ostuni and Fasano are
indeed two famous seaside getaways, because of theirs clean and crystal sea, a coastline of
remarkable beauty, long beaches of fine white sand, natural sand dunes with Mediterranean
vegetation, spectacular cliffs over the sea, bays and caves. As a consequence - as it was underlined
above - tourist flows increase in summer, with a lot of day visitors coming from the neighbour
municipalities or from the main closer cities (particularly from Bari). Therefore the majority of
accommodations can be found along the coast.
Apart from the sea the Zoosafari acts as a powerful magnet for family tourism in Fasano, it was built in
the '70s and includes a fauna park and an entertainment centre. Significant archaeological sites are
present in the area - as the ruins of the ancient city of Egnazia - and an important cultural rupestrian
heritage (village of Lama d'Antico).
Furthermore Ostuni historic centre plays an important role in tourism appeal as one of the most
beautiful medieval quarter in south Italy, visited all year round especially in summer (peak visiting
season). Ostuni historical and cultural heritage also include the archaeological site of Santa Maria
D’Agnano and the Pre-Classical Culture Museum.

SECTION B – MEETING THE CHARTER PRINCIPLES

Principle 1 – Partnership with local tourism stakeholders
1.1 Has a forum or other partnership structure been established to enable the protected-area
authority to work with others on the development and management of tourism, including
implementation and review of the strategy?
Yes, in the ECST process a Forum was established, composed by tour operators, representatives of
associations, companies, public bodies etc..
The Forum has identified the strategic objectives that will be the key-points of the Strategy and the
actions to be implemented over the next 5 years.
Many of the participants at the Forum - both public and private entities - are directly responsible for the
implementation of some actions.
The interest created by the path led the Forum to consider the maintenance of this structure one of the
key actions of the future Action Plan. It will create a Permanent Forum (action 1.1. The number
correspond to that assigned to individual actions in the Action Plans) that will continue to meet
over the next 5 years (quarterly) and, in collaboration with the office ECST, will monitor the progress of
the Plan of Actions and possible revision of the Strategy.
Briefly describe this structure, including size and membership, frequency of meetings, etc.:
The Forum was set up following the principle of maximum involvement. As mentioned previously,
representatives of public entities (Municipalities of Ostuni and Fasano, Puglia Region), environmental
organizations, voluntary associations, tour operators, companies, free citizens attended the Forum.
For the Park, the President and the Director, as well as staff members were always presents.
Invitations have been sent by the park to a special mailing list, the meetings were communicated via
the newsletter and posted on the home page of the website. But, above all, the park has played a
capillary action of involvement and motivation using all occasions of direct contact with the local
community.
The Forum Plenary met 6 times, every two weeks. The turnout was very large and growing along the
process: it moved from the first meeting of 15 attendance at 55 people in the last meeting. Outside of
the Forum, the Park has held numerous meetings with individual operators in order to clarify all
aspects of the process and the role of individual participants.
All meetings have had the same template: a first part dedicated to the analysis of technical documents
(Diagnostic Report, Report of the survey on the perception of tourists, Strategies and Action Plans of
other parks that have already obtained the ECST) or results of previous meetings, a second part
devoted to a discussion and definition of the proposals. All meetings are led by two facilitators and
were held in plenary form.
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1.2 Are local tourism enterprises involved?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Yes, there was a broad involvement of tourism businesses. Since its inception, the Park Authority has
launched an intense dialogue with the owners of farms, agricultural and farm-tourism operators
(“agriturismi”), owners of seaside resorts and hotels along the coast, also in order to know the types of
services provided and their levels of attention to natural resources and environmental sustainability.
Over the years the park has involved these subjects in a series of initiatives - aimed at the local
community and tourists - to promote knowledge of the area and its environmental, historical, cultural
and natural values. Private operators have participated in these efforts by making its facilities available
both as a place of departure for tours, excursions, guided tours as places where enjoying a range of
services (rental, tastings, guided tours of historic and cultural assets in private properties, scientific
laboratories).
Among the Park Authority and local stakeholders has therefore developed a close working
relationship, and some property owned by the Park are managed in cooperation with the private
sector.
For this reason, the involvement in the forum ECST was obvious and natural.
All tourism businesses in the area of application of the ECST and the areas surrounding it, belonging
to different , were involved. Operators have participated actively and continuously in the work of the
Forum, in the analysis of the territory and in taking the role of people in charge and actuators of
various actions.
-

Other forms of dialogue and cooperation among tourism enterprises are foreseen.

-

Association for Bioitinerario "Via Traiana" (action 1.2). This association will be responsible for
coordinating and managing the project Bioitinerario "Via Traiana" (action 1.2) and will create
dialogue opportunities on events and activities to be implemented for increasing territory visibility
and improve tourism supply. Up to now 55 subjects, 21 of which located within the Park, have
shown interest in taking part in this initiative.

-

The network of bathing establishment (action 1.3). By the input of owners of the bathing
establishments, a thematic organism - parallel to the Forum - will be set up. It will involve some
bathing establishments. The organism aims at improving the coordination of actions for
conservation and promotion of beach-sand dune system, also sharing some logistical services
(such as parkings and shuttles).

The agreements (action 1.5). The Park will sign specific agreements with private operators,
entrusting them with the tasks of carrying out small-scale actions for conservation and restoration
of natural areas, of managing light infrastructures' maintenance (such as fences and signage) and
of organizing education activities related to the proper visiting behaviour. The most part of the
stakeholders involved will be owners of bathing establishments, in order to spread a proper
management of beach- sand dune system.

1.3 Is the local community involved?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Yes, all meetings were widely advertised through the website of the Park, the newsletter, the
information office of the Agency for the Promotion of Tourism, local newspapers and media, who
devoted several articles to the ECST process.
Moreover, a fundamental work of involvement was carried out by Park through direct contacts.
Therefore in all these forums have been professional freelancers and individuals, some of which are
also proposed as responsible for specific actions.
The standing Forum (action 1.1) and the Council's Park (action 1.4) guarantee the follow up of
local community's participation in the definition of strategies for tourism development. The Council
could participate in the writing of Park's regulation, cooperate with local operators, participate in
activities for environmental, cultural, and tourism promotion education. The Council involves
environmental and voluntary associations, representatives from schools and citizens.
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1.4 Are local conservation interests involved?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Yes, there was an extensive involvement of local associations, who strong supported the ECST
process.
Again, it must be said that already the park had excellent relations with the cultural associations and
environmental organizations. The Park realized numerous environmental education activities, some of
them granted with prestigious awards.
In addition, over the years a network has created between them and agricultural and hospitality
operators, aimed at the creation of new tourist services (guided tours, cultural events...) to exploit the
local resources and complement the more traditional activities.
Consequently, the local associations have participated a lot in the work of the Forum, serving as the
actuators of several actions, to increase environmental awareness and knowledge of the Park among
tourists and citizens.

1.5 Are the wider (regional) bodies responsible for tourism, conservation and regional development
involved?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Yes. They have been involved Regional departments connected with Protected areas, Tourism and
Culture, Planning.
Several regional officers attended the meetings, as well as political representatives of the Region of
Puglia, who expressed publicly the will to extend this model of participation in other areas. The Region
of Puglia has also formally expressed its commitment to implement several actions of the Action Plan,
even through its tourism promotion Agency.
1.6 Are other partners involved, such as volunteers?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Yes. Numerous voluntary associations (civil protection, social cooperatives, associations of the
disabled, cultural associations) have been involved and participated actively in the forum. Again, the
participants provided valuable information on specific critical issues - such as the accessibility of
facilities and services - and proposed themselves as responsible for actions related to their topics of
interest.
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Principle 2 – Sustainable tourism strategy and action plan
Preparation
2.1 In what form has the tourism strategy and action plan for the protected area been prepared?
Please state if as a single, self-contained document, two individual documents or within another
document (if so please give name of document):
Strategy and Action Plan are in one document.

2.2 Briefly describe the process(es) and timetable(s) for preparing both the strategy and
action plan.
The process of definition of the Strategy and of the Action Plan started in February 2011 and closed in
November 2011.
In the first part of the process, actions aiming at coordinating activities among institutional subjects (in
particular through the creation of a Coordination Group) and at increasing knowledge and awareness
of the local community on the opportunities of sustainable tourism and on possible initiatives, were
implemented.
For the purpose specific training sessions, selected by the Park between the most interesting in its
own territory, were organized. Successful projects and best practices implemented in tourist areas
with characteristics similar to those of the Dune Costiere Park, in Parks that have already joined the
Charter (Adamello Brenta National Park) and in other protected areas, were presented. A session was
specifically dedicated to training on ECST process.
The second part of the process, led to the final definition of the Strategy and of the Action Plan as a
result of the coordinated process developed in the 6 Forum meetings and in other meetings with
associations and individual stakeholders (organized directly by the Park). The discussion started from
the analysis of the main recommendations (needs and aims for territorial development) that came out
from the Diagnostic Report and from the tourists' satisfaction survey launched in July-August 2011; on
these basis Strategy and Action Plan were defined trough a logical step by step process, indeed the
Forum identified first the general aim and the specific aims for each principle and then specific actions
and commitments for each "actor".
The methodology used for the identification of scenarios and the following target setting has been
derived from the European Awareness Scenario Workshop, also known with the acronym EASW. This
methodology has been helpful to foster democratic participation, trying to find out an agreement
between the different groups of actors at local level with the aim of reaching a consensual definition of
a sustainable local community working and living in a natural area.
The timetable of the activities implemented is reported below:
March – July 2011
- meetings of the Coordination Group, composed by representatives from Park, Puglia Region and
Federparchi, aiming at identifying the main characteristics of their own territorial and tourism
planning instruments and their connections with the Charter's Strategy;
- meeting for project presentation and description of Charter's aims and opportunities;
- training meetings on “ECST process”, "Coastline sustainable management" and on "Promotion of
local food and wine local products";
- 1° Forum meeting: presentation and discussion of t he main indicators of the Diagnostic Report;
recording and collecting of observations to be implemented into the Report; carrying out of the
SWOT analysis.
August - December 2011
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- training meetings on "Waste management in areas geared to tourism" and "Charter opportunities:
Adamello-Brenta case study".
- meeting between Park and local actors (municipalities, professional associations, tour operators);
- 2° Forum meeting: presentation of the final versio n of the Diagnostic Report and of the tourists'
satisfaction survey and discussion;
- 3° Forum meeting: identification of general and sp ecific aims for each Charter Principle;
- 4° Forum meeting: identification of actions for ea ch Charter Principle;
- meetings with key actors in tourism planning and integration of the actions;
- 5° Forum meeting: discussion on the actions identi fied for each Charter Principle and
identification of the responsible people for actions implementation and of partners;
- 6° Forum meeting: sharing of Strategy's main issue s and definition of the Action Plan final
version.
- co-ordinated writing of Strategy's and Action Plan's final versions.

2.3 State briefly the main objectives for sustainable tourism identified in the strategy.
Principle 1
General aim: Increasing cooperation between territories, public bodies, private operators
Up to now the level of cooperation among tourism stakeholders has been very low and just between
Park and individual operators on specific initiatives.
Forum meetings have provided the first opportunity to discuss on integrated strategies and common
objectives. Therefore it is important to continue and to strengthen the cooperation among Park, public
bodies and private operators, for the definitions of aims, strategies and actions. This way the Park will
be able to define a tourism supply really fitting with tourism demand which pay progressively more
attention to quality and environmental sustainability.

Principle 2
General aim: Effectively implement the Strategy and the Actions Plan
To reach the Strategy's aims it is essential a forceful cooperation among all the stakeholders and a
proper (in terms of when and how) implementation of the actions. Therefore it is important to
guarantee the presence of a person responsible for control and coordination (CETS office) and a
strong commitment of all the stakeholders.
Principle 3
General aim: Maintaining the integrity of the territory, protecting at-risk areas and emphasizing the
unique
The area of the Park – with its centuries-old olive groves, the ancient farming infrastructures, the
beaches and the dunes systems – represents the real heritage of this community and the strong pole
of attractiveness, on which building equitable and sustainable strategies for tourism development.
For this to happen, the identity of the Park must be preserved, by protecting it from real estate
speculations, recovering compromised environments, improving fruition and promoting tourist services
compatible with ecosystems conservation (in particular the system beach-sand dune-retrodune).
Principle 4
General aim: To improve acceptance quality and the area’s image
It is necessary to improve the quality of the accommodation facilities and related services, through
increasing the environmental sustainability of the facilities, promoting the intermodality of trips and
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facilitating the accessibility of the territory, in order to guarantee to all potential users equal access and
use fruition opportunities.
Moreover, a widespread culture of beauty should emerge. Each and everyone must take care of the
territory, eliminating those persisting localised situations of degradation, often flagged by tourists as
one of the main areas of possible improvement.
Principle 5
General aim: To identify proper communication methods for promoting Park's characteristic features,
aiming at informing residents and usual visitors and at attracting new type of tourists
A wide and effective communication system based on territory's characteristic and authentic features
should be set up. Different communication methods related to tourists' targets should be used,
coordinating strategies with other sector operators (Puglia Promozione) and using already active and
effective instruments (Puglia Region web sites).
Principle 6
General aim: To promote Park's characteristic features
To let known - also to tourists only interested in sea tourism - the great natural, cultural, historical and
architectural resourses of the territory.
To let tourists enjoy special and authentic experiences, identifying new tours and touristic packages,
focused on peculiar territorial, cultural and food-and-wine elements presently not completely exploited.
Principle 7
General aim: To educate local community and tourists to sustainability
To promote a significant improvement of tourism environmental performance, educating private
operators and public administrators, setting up innovative programs and adopting management
models able to mitigate the possible impacts on high quality environmental resources caused by
tourists flows.
Principle 8
General aim: To reduce impacts on residents
To mitigate impacts on local community due to intense touristic flows in summer, investing on
seasonal adjustment and on the improvement of the quality of services.
Principle 9
General aim: To avoid tourism as the stand alone source of income in the territory
To stop the perception of tourism as a stand alone sector and a relevant source of income and
increase the spreading of benefits supplying integrated touristic packages that could contribute to the
conservation of traditional activities and disadvantaged economic sectors such as handicrafts.
Principle 10
General aim: To manage tourists flows and promote low-impact fruition patterns
To put in place a systematic touristic data system within the Park's territory, on one side aiming at
verifying the effectiveness of the implemented policies and on the other at timely monitoring the effects
of tourists presence in high sensitivity areas.

2.4 How does the tourism strategy relate to the protected-area management plan?
The Management Plan will take into account the results of the ECST process, in particular with regard
to critical issues identified in the SWOT analysis, the specific objectives that constitute the
fundamental elements of the strategy, and the identified actions, whose implementation will bring
significant change to territory management and to specific services. It is good to point out that the
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group of professionals who are working on the preparation of the Management Plan has participated
in all the forums.

Consultation
We want to understand how local stakeholders were involved in drawing up the strategy and action
plan, e.g. nature of and number of meetings, information supplied and obtained, and other
consultation processes or surveys. (Make reference to the forum/partnership structures described
under Question 1.1 as appropriate.)
2.5 Was there consultation with local tourism enterprises in preparing the strategy and
action plan?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Yes, they were consulted and participated actively in the definition of the Strategy and Plan of Action.
For the participation process, the involvement of these actors, the way followed to define the Strategy
and Action Plans see questions 1.1, 1.2, 2.2.
2.6 Was there consultation with the local community and other interests/stakeholders in preparing
the strategy and action plan?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Yes, they were consulted and participated actively in the definition of the Strategy and Plan of Action.
For the participation process, the involvement of these actors, the way followed to define the Strategy
and Action Plans see questions 1.1, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 2.2.

Assessment of resource needs, constraints and opportunities
2.7 Was there an assessment of the natural and cultural resources, their sensitivities (capacity) and
opportunities for tourism? When was this produced?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Yes. It was done a qualitative evaluation of the conservation status of natural resources with the aim
to pick out high quality natural areas - a powerful magnet for tourism - and high sensitivity natural
areas needing conservation strategies and controlled fruition.
The evaluation was based on:
- sensitivity: data collected for diagnostic report writing, expertise and opinions of Park technical
staff.
- opportunities for tourism: expertise and opinions carried out during the Forum (SWOT analysis)
and tourist opinions (by administering a questionnaire).
Source of evidence/brief indication of results:
In regards to sensitivity the main issue concern sand dune ecosystems, threatened by tourist
concentration along the coastline, not regulated access to the beaches, bad behaviours (as an
example fires on the sand dunes in August nights). Sand dunes conservation is one of the main aims
of the Strategy.
With respect to tourism opportunities connected to the natural and cultural/traditional heritage the main
aim is to increase integrated tourism supply.

2.8 Was there an assessment
When was this produced?

of

needs

of

the

local

community

and

economy?

Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
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Yes. It was done a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the socioeconomic status of the territory
based on collected data and indicators (see the Diagnostic Report), the expertise and know-how of
Park's technical staff and of local community (Forum and SWOT analysis).
Source of evidence/brief indication of results:
Up to the first half of the 90's Park economy was exclusively based on agriculture, but it has started to
transform in the last few years and other economic sectors have recorded a huge increase, first of all
tourism. The strong tourism development has determined income increase for a narrow range of
population and it has sparked off dangerous economic dynamics from the social and environmental
point of view, especially the abandonment of traditional agricultural activities and the development of
property market as an opportunity for economic growth.
Furthermore the growth of sea-tourism has determined a strong social distress because of the overcrowding in summer, and the increase in property prices and basic services prices. Therefore the
Forum pointed out the need - one of the main aim of the Strategy - to promote off-season adjustment
strategies and tourism development in the hinterland and to support young's occupancy and the
subsistence of other economical sectors (agriculture and handicrafts).
2.9 Was there an assessment of strengths/weaknesses of tourism infrastructure/services? When
was this produced?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Yes. It was done a qualitative quantitative evaluation of strengths and weaknesses of tourist services
mainly based on the results of the SWOT analysis carried out during the Forum.
Source of evidence/brief indication of results:
In regard to the tourist's services level the main strengths are the presence of high quality
accommodation facilities and a wide supply of services for nature fruition. The main weaknesses are
the difficulties in the cooperation between private operators and public bodies and the low accessibility
for disabled to beaches and to Park's territory.
A framework of SWOT analysis results about tourism is reported below.
TURISM
STRENGHS
High quality landscape
High quality rural heritage
Central position with respect to adjacent areas of
interest
High quality accommodation facilities
High quality and availability of services for nature
fruition.
Good Park management of natural resources and
good involvement of local communities.
Example to be exported in the surrounding area to
stimulate the spread of good practices in the whole
territory.
Local entrepreneurial system open and available for
innovation.

WEAKNESSES
High human pressure
Lack of tourist flow management. and lack of
information.
Strong increase in bedspaces and out of proportion to
demand
Difficulties in cooperation among local tourist
organizations and public bodies.
Low accessibility for disabled to beaches and to Park's
territory.

Absence of public administration (lack of effectiveness
and efficiency). As an example waste collection and
beaches cleaning are often unsuitable.

OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

Opportunity to build a network among tourism
operators
(agriturism,
restaurants,
bathing
establishment, etc.) to supply tourist packages able to
reduce human pressure on natural resources and

Ostuni industrial area continuously expanding towards
the plan of old centuries-old olive groves, a high quality
landscape close to the Park.
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make known local traditions.

Conflicting strategies of local administrations (Fasano
and Ostuni municipalities from one side and Puglia
Region to the other). As an example the promotion of
sustainable tourism, that means also defence and
conservation of old centuries-old olive groves, could
collide with tourism strategies for the building of golf
courses.
Widespread urbanization and lack of regulation.

Assessment of existing visitors and their needs
2.10 Was there an assessment of existing visitor patterns and needs? When was this produced?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Yes. It was performed a specific investigation to know the type of tourists who visit the Park and their
expectations
Source of evidence/brief indication of results:
Information had been collected through (specific) questionnaires and provided in a report, main results
are synthesised below:
-

tourism of relatively young people: the most part of interviewees (28 %) is 31-40 years old;

-

high-medium cultural level: 47,5 % of tourists are graduated;

-

38% of tourists come from neighbour municipalities or from other places in Puglia Region.

-

for the 45 % of tourists Park existence is one of the main reasons for the choice of their holiday
destination.

-

main holiday reasons: relax (43 %), contact with nature (37 %), local traditional and cultural
heritage (30 %);

-

93,5 % of tourists reach the Park with private transportation and 77,2 % use them to visit the
Park;

-

17,8 % of tourists would visit the Park for more than a week, 46,7 % 3-5 days, 18,9 % 2 days;

-

tourists are highly satisfied with peacefulness of places, quality of tourist hospitality, guided tours,
high quality of foodservice industry and local products;

-

tourists are a little satisfied of signage, public transportation, cycle lanes, museums and cultural
sites fruition;

-

99 % tourists would go on holiday again in the Park;

-

7% of tourists state they are very favourable to give moneys for the improvement of Park
services, 45 % enough favourable, 36 % a little favourable.

-

in regards to tourist services to be improved, tourists indicate mobility (improve public
transportation, cycling, shuttles from city centres to beaches), waste collection, signage and
accessibility.

Identification of future visitor markets
2.11 Was there an assessment to identify future visitor markets offering potential?
When was this produced? Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
The Forum has only partially dealt with the issue of future markets in this phase, because it is currently
concentrating its attention on the management of tourist flows, especially along the coastline,
identified as the present main issue.
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However it was done a qualitative evaluation based on tourist trends recorded in Italy and in Puglia
Region and on tourism types to be developed (this question came up from the Forum), because they
are compatible with the model of local development that the Park would like to carry forward.
A deeper research will be performed by Puglia Region's tourism sector.
Source of evidence/brief indication of results:
The Forum had identified actions to improve the quality of tourism supply for the following sectors,
taking into account the natural, landscape, historical and cultural heritage of the Park:
-

tourism from northern-central Europe, potentially attracted to high quality traditional rural
landscape;

-

rural and food and wine tourism;

-

cultural tourism;

-

scholastic tourism.

Implementation
2.12 Does the action plan include an indication of phasing/staging of action over time?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Yes. It was developed the timetable of the actions to be implemented in the 5 years of the Charter.
Charter Office (action 2.1) is responsible for the monitoring of Action Plan's implementation. Its
building up is one of the principal initiatives of the whole process, also because the current smallness
of Park's staff could not guarantee a proper development of the process in the next 5 years. For this
reason, with the support of the Puglia Region, will be found a person who will deal exclusively with the
Charter, in coordination with the Park and with the Forum, serving a continuous activity of information
and assistance to private operators
The ECST office responsible will participate - along with staff members of the Park - at the meetings of
Italian and international groups of protected areas that have already joined the Charter. This
participation is considered essential by the Forum for an overall growth of the whole community in
relation to the effectiveness of the process
2.13 Does the action plan indicate which stakeholders or partners are responsible for the delivery of
each action?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Yes. Responsible subjects and subjects involved are foreseen for each action, showing their role in
the next 5 years.
2.14 What is the size of the budget that the protected-area authority is devoting to the implementation
of the action plan per year,
Park's budget for current expenses is 50.000 euros each year; the 25 % of budget will be set aside to
carry out the Action Plan.
a) excluding staff costs? Note:The verifier will be looking for a realistic assessment of what resources will be
required to implement the strategy and action plan and where these resources are likely to come from.
Comment:
No, it include staff costs. Staff costs will be for around 80% of the budget that Park’s authority will be
use for the implementation of the plan per year.
b) including staff costs?
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Comment:
See point a
c) What is this as a percentage of its total budget?
Comment:
See point a
2.15 Have funds been provided (or are they being sought) from other sources?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Yes. Many actions will be financed with funds from Regione Puglia and with Cohesion Funds
2.16 Does the level of funding seem reasonable to deliver the proposed action plan?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Comment:
Yes. The total budget (sum of internal and external funds) and private operators' commitment make
feasible the Action Plan.
2.17 Describe the staffing that the protected-area authority is devoting to the implementation of the
action plan.
Staff will be composed by Park Director, Park President and 2 scholarship owners
2.18 Is staffing being provided from other sources?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Yes. Projects on environmental education will involve human resources hired on project basis.
2.19 Do you believe the action proposed can be implemented with this level of staffing?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Yes, thanks to the strong cooperation between private operators and public bodies (Park,
municipalities, Province, Region, etc.).

Commitment of partners
2.20 Have any formal arrangements been made with partners (such as a legal agreement, a
memorandum of understanding or a letter of commitment) for implementation of the strategy and
action plan? If not, is there any other good indication of commitment from other partners to the
implementation of the strategy and action plan?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief explanation.
Details:
Yes, they have. Protocol agreements on management of natural coastal habitats were signed with
bathing establishments' owners and also protocol agreements on promotion of organic products.
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Other formal agreements to build a Bio-itinerary of "Via Traiana" were signed with operators like bio
farmers, restaurant owners, representatives of cultural associations, service providers for nature and
cultural heritage tourism.
2.21 Please comment on the commitment of the partners to implementing the strategy and action
plan, and any methods for motivating them and ensuring this commitment.
Comments:
Partners' commitment to the implementation of Strategy and Action Plan was taken within various
Forum. Furthermore frequent meetings guarantee the monitoring on actions implementation.

Monitoring results
2.22 Have sufficient indicators been identified for the monitoring of the success of the strategy/action
plan and can these be practically measured?
Please answer yes or no and give a brief description/explanation how they will be measured.
Key indicators of Strategy implementation/success - referred to the general aims - and specific
implementation indicators for each action have been identified.
All these indicators could be easily calculated; monitoring of the implementation status of the Action
Plan and of the success of single events will be performed by the Charter Office and results will be
reported promptly to the Park and to the Forum.
Frequency of Forum meetings (quarterly) allows an effective control on Strategy implementation and a
wide opportunity to correct it.
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ADDRESSING KEY ISSUES
Under the following headings, please indicate what actions have been undertaken or are proposed
relating to each of the Charter Principles 3 to 10. We are looking for evidence that action is being
taken to address each of these principles, either to make progress or to maintain existing high
standards.
Before going into the details of the principles below, please provide a short summary (one page max.)
describing the protected area’s sustainable tourism strategy and what it is aiming for as a whole. This
is useful for the evaluation committee to have a clearer idea of what all the information below aims to
portray or achieve, and is useful for the verifier to make sense of all the documentation sent.
The Park has a high tourists presence related to sea tourism - especially in summer - and rural
tourism. The latter is related to the high attractiveness of rural landscape with centuries-old olive
groves (many of them are very ancient) and historical manor farms (masserie) and other cultural and
archaeological elements of interest
This potentiality of the territory is not completely exploited - despite Park's efforts in the last years because touristic flows are still concentrated in summer and the other type of tourism are presently
marginal - even though in improvement - and don' t provide widespread benefits to tourism operators.
Furthermore a final overview of tourism development and the building of a network aiming at defining
shared processes of tourism development and promotion are missing, even though Park has always
created dialogue and cooperation opportunities with a lot of private operators, especially from the
hinterland.

-

On these basis came out the willing to adhere to the Charter and the necessity to develop a strategy
based on the following crucial issues:

-

to increase cooperation among territories, public bodies and private operators, setting up
systematic opportunities of dialogue and of integrated activities; Forum and Charter Office roles
(held every 3 months) are key factors in the development of this action .

-

to preserve the territory integrity, protecting areas at risk, promoting territory peculiar features and
improving services and fruition opportunities.

-

to improve the quality of hospitality and services, betting on sustainability as a strong added value
in the marking of territorial identity and in the competitiveness with neighbour territories, strictly
connected to the type of tourism to be attractive for (northern European, nature, rural, food and
wine tourism)

to identify communication strategies fitting with Park's characteristics, both aiming to attracting
new type of tourists and at incrementing the level of information for residents and usual visitors
coming from the neighbourhood.
to develop a proper level of seasonal adjustment aiming at mitigating disturbs to the local community
caused by the high concentration of tourists in summer, at reducing impacts related to fruition - not
well organized and difficult to manage - on the delicate coastal ecosystems, at better spreading
tourism incomes and at supporting the disadvantaged traditional activities as integral part of an
effective tourism supply.
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Principle 3 – Protecting natural and cultural heritage
3.1 Monitoring impact on flora and fauna and controlling tourism in sensitive locations
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
The park has a ritual control activities of the conservation status of habitats, increased during the
summer season and particularly in the evenings with the highest use of beaches and dunes (August
10 and 15)

Planned activities:
Nature observatory (action 3.1). Setting up of a nature observatory for the monitoring of the
conservation status of natural resources - particularly within the SIC "Litorale Brindisino" - in order
to address tourism fruition and step in promptly in event of threats.

-

Wetland "Fiume Morelli" (action 3.2). Wetland "Fiume Morelli" maintenance activity through the
repair of fences, mowing of herbaceous vegetation, maintenance of paths and of the nineteenthcentury aquaculture plant of "Fiume Morelli".

-

Wetland "Fiume Piccolo" (action 3.3). Completion of actions to restore the stretch of coastline
in front of the wetland "Fiume Piccolo" through sand dune management, transits closure and
building of wooden footbridges to reach the beaches. This area is in private ownership and it was
rent out to the Park for the actions completion and afterwards it will be co-managed.

-

-

Park's supervisory (action 3.4). Localized degradation of natural resources occur within the
Park due to negligence and bad behaviours of tourists and of local community. Some
observations about that issue came out from a visitors perception survey done in the year 2011;
the increase of control of the territory was identified by many tourists as one of the main aspects
to be improved. To reach this aim the Park will sign specific agreements with Italian Civil
Protection and other voluntary associations for a coordinated action of control, especially when
the Park has its peak of visitors and near the high-vulnerability sites.
3.2 Encouraging activities, including tourism uses, which support the maintenance of historic
heritage, culture and traditions
Activities already undertaken/current activities
There’ve been carried out some projects for the renovation of an ancient aquaculture system that
dates back to the 19th century, restoring the traditional fishing of eels and mullets; there’ve been
promoted events to improve knowledge and visits of the rupestrian settlements, hypogeum oil-mills;
there’ve been stimulated artisanal activities liked with the agriculture as the cotton cultivation and its
manufacture.
Planned activities:
-

New paths (action 3.5). Building of new cycle lines, trekking paths, horses' paths and stop areas
provide with signage in the most visited zones, manor farms, the "Albergabici" and the "Park's
House".

-

Paths map (action 3.6). Creation of double-face pocket maps in Italian and in English language
to promote and make easier the fruition of the new paths.
Clean beaches and seabeds (action 3.7). Annual organization of a 1 day event for beaches and
sand dunes cleaning. This is a useful opportunity to inform citizens and tourists about the delicate
ecological equilibrium of the system "beach-sand dune" and about the role of Posidonia oceanica
in guaranteeing their conservation. This event is part of the international initiative “Clean-up the
Med” that involves 22 Mediterranean seaside countries, in the cleaning of beaches and seabeds.
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Clean Parks (action 3.8). Annual organization of a 1 day event of voluntary cleaning work for
tourists and local community that has a strong educational value (especially for children).
Participants could know the Park better and contribute to the maintenance of its natural and
historic heritage, culture and traditions.

3.3 Action to control development (including tourism) which would adversely affect the quality of
landscapes, air and water; use non-renewable energy; and create unnecessary waste and noise
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
It’s been undertaken an activity for monitoring the number of visitors in the most sensitive Park areas,
such as the Morelli river ponds.
Planned activities:
No actions for control development - of territory and tourism - have been planned, because Park is
currently planning them within its Park's Plan (in editing phase).
However the team involved in the Plan's editing process took part to all Forum meeting and will
incorporate into the Plan the requirements and aims that came out of Charter Forum.
3.4 Action to reduce tourism activities which adversely affect the quality of landscapes, air and water;
use non-renewable energy; and create unnecessary waste and noise
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
There are not current or already undertaken activities
Planned activities:
-

Moon without fires (action 3.9). One of the main threats for sand dunes vegetation is related to
beaches fruition. In particular during San Lorenzo night (August 10) and "Ferragosto" night
(August 15) it is widespread the custom of lighting fires upon the sand dunes also using protected
species as firewood.

-

Save the sand dunes (action 3.10). The project forecast the completion of 2 phases. First
phase: identify - within the writing of the Park's Plan - suitable areas for "park and ride". Second
phase: restore of sand dunes and retrodunes in "lido Stefan" place, through the building of
footbridges and guided accesses, aiming to decrease human pressure on coastal natural
habitats.

-

Sustainable beaches: environmental innovation in bathing establishments (action 3.11).
This action aim at spreading sustainable management methods for bathing establishments.
Through the restructuring or reorganization of services the Park will aim at reduce water
consumption and energy consumption, at minimizing waste production and at continuously
sensitize tourists' awareness. The testing phase will start from the following bathing
establishments: “Lido Bosco verde” and “Lido Morelli”.

-

Beaches as friends (action 3.12). Tourists identify, as one of the main sources of dissatisfaction,
the insufficient cleaning of beaches due to waste abandonment. This action aim at solving this
issue involving bathing establishments' owners: they will set up waste deposit areas for sorted
waste collection along the coastline and they will be responsible for beaches cleaning in front of
their establishments, in cooperation with the municipalities' staff.

3.5 Encouraging visitors and the tourism industry to contribute to conservation (e.g. “visitor payback”
schemes)
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
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We’ve done agreements with bathing establishment owners to safeguard natural habitats and to
inform users about the Park institutive purposes and about the events organized by it.
Planned activities:
-

-

-

The agreements (action 1.5). The Park will sign specific agreements with private operators,
entrusting them with the tasks of carrying out small-scale actions for conservation and
restoration of natural areas, of managing light infrastructures' maintenance (such as fences
and signage) and of organizing education activities related to the proper visiting behaviour. The
most part of the stakeholders involved will be owners of bathing establishments, in order to
spread a proper management of beach- sand dune system. This action is foreseen within the
Action Plan's Principle 1
Garden close to the sea (action 3.13). There are numerous allochthonous species, in public
green areas of a lot of bathing establishments, which have spread over the gardens and
colonized retrodunal zones, causing rarefaction or disappearance of spontaneous species
typical of these environments. The owners of some bathing establishments commit to eliminate
all the exotic species and replace them gradually with typical Mediterranean plants, with an
important positive effect on Park's biodiversity.
Let improve the Park (action 3.14). Private operators became the main characters of Park's
development and they commit in restoration and conservation of degraded zones, rebuilding
fences and in planting of Mediterranean vegetation species.
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Principle 4 – Meeting visitor needs/quality of experience
4.1 Surveys to measure visitor satisfaction
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
In 2008 we interviewed a sample of a 100 beach tourists in order to know something about their
perceptions of the Park area and about the existing and missing services related to Park knowledge
and enjoyment.
In 2011, during ECST process, was carried out a specific survey to know the tourist profile and his
level of satisfaction with the experience and holiday services.
Planned activities:
To listen to tourists (action 4.1). A visitors perception survey will be done every year (done for the
first time in summer 2011 within the adherence to the Charter) aim at knowing their level of
satisfaction and evaluate the effectiveness of strategies carried out.
4.2 Identification of future visitor markets and their needs
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
There are not current or already undertaken activities
Planned activities:
No actions have been planned because this kind of analysis is going to be launched by Puglia Region
- Tourism sector - on the whole regional territory.
4.3 Specific provision of facilities and information for disabled people
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
In close cooperation with the Association “Ruota libera”, which supply informative services and
support to disabled people, we put at the disposal of those who have motor disabilities some special
bikes that can be rented at the Park Visit Center.
Planned activities:
-

Sea for everyone (action 4.2). Some bathing establishments will be restructured to be
completely accessible for disabled people. This action will involve the establishments “Lido Bosco
verde” and “Lido Onda Blu” that stated their availability for the intervention.

-

A Park for everyone (action 4.3). Itineraries for disabled and blind people will be built in the
private ownership of "Masseria Brancati" inside the centuries-old olive groves area. This action
will be complained with the consultancy of the voluntary association "Ostuni Ruota Libera",
specialized in assistance to disabled.

4.4 Provision of facilities for economically disadvantaged people
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
Since ever, most of the Park activities, hikes and events are free, in those cases in which there is a
coast, this is calculated according to the services offered and there are Family Vacation Packages.
Planned activities:
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No specific actions for economically disadvantaged people have been planned yet. Park will evaluate
the opportunity to include - within protocol agreements with the accommodation facilities - agreements
for guarantee particular hospitality conditions.

4.5 Action to monitor the quality of facilities and services
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
There are not current or already undertaken activities
Planned activities:
Let adopt an area (action 4.4). Many tourists have flagged that some stop and information areas located in Park's internal zones and particularly along cycle lines of "Via Traiana" - are bad managed.
This action aims at solving that inefficiency trough the commit of manor farms (masserie) owners.
Indeed they will be responsible for the monitoring and management of these areas also collecting
tourists' signals.
Overall an indirect monitoring of the quality of facilities and services will come out from the results of
the annual tourists' satisfaction survey.

4.6 Action to improve the quality of facilities and services
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
In 2008 we specified the criteria for sustainability of the tourist facilities and we monitored these
facilities in order to assess the possibility to assign them an environmental sustainability mark.
Planned activities:
Decalogue of quality and sustainability: accommodation facilities advised by the Park (action
4.5). The action aim at increase supply sustainability and quality of tourism operators in the territory.
The Park will identify a "quality process" and specific requirements; to adhere to this process it will be
necessary to have a minimum number of requirements. Facilities that adhere to the process will be
included among the facilities advised by the Park, with a return in visibility and promotion.
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Principle 5 – Communication about the area
5.1 Sensitive promotion of the protected area as a destination using authentic images and reflecting
capacity/needs of the area, including times and locations
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
There’ve been organized many events open to the public in the rural and natural areas, whose
communication has been done through newsletters, the Park web site, through images and words that
well represent the authentic essence of those places. We used also brochures and publications.
Planned activities:
The Park presents itself (action 5.1). For the first time it will be organized a specific information and
communication campaign to spread Park's knowledge, addressed to tourism markets of North and
Central Europe. "Puglia Promozione", the agency for the development and promotion of tourism of
Puglia Region, is responsible for this action.
5.2 Influence on the promotional activities of others (region, enterprises, etc.)
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
Some events to inform and communicate the Park activities and its services have been supported by
the Apulia APT thanks to the project “Città aperte”.
Planned activities:
Puglia Region (tourism sector) took part in the Forum and gave its contribution to Strategy and Action
Plan writing. Therefore a lot of Region's future activities for tourism promotion have been identified by
Park and by Park's tourism enterprises, in tight cooperation with the Region. In particular enterprises
have asked to the Region to increase visibility of Park's territory on its promotion websites and to
develop a marketing campaign addressed to foreigner tour operators.
-

The following actions will be carried out:

-

The educational iniziatives (action 5.2). Initiatives (2-3 days) will be organized, aiming at
making known the natural, historical and cultural heritage of the Park, specifically addressed to
journalists writing for national and international specialist magazines and tour operators. "Puglia
Promozione", the agency for the development and promotion of tourism of Puglia Region,
coordinate this action and it is responsible for the activity of identification and contact of
stakeholders to be invited to attend the meetings. Instead Park and Park's tourism enterprises will
organize the activities on the territory (meetings with operators, guided tours, food and wine
testing, etc.).

-

To integrate communication (action 5.3). Up to now Park's enterprises have made promotion
activities individually, each one using its own channels and contact methods. To improve
initiatives' effectiveness it is necessary to integrate the efforts and to reach a wider target of
potential visitors. It will occur thanks to the promotion of the whole Park's territory and using all the
operator's methods and opportunities available on the territory. Park's communication materials
will be spread in the sector fairs wherein Brindisi Province and Puglia Region participate.
Furthermore the knowledge of Park's territory and resources will increase giving visibility to Park's
activities and to local enterprises' supplies on the websites for tourism promotion - highly visited
by tourists - just active and managed by "Puglia Promozione" (“Puglia Events” –
www.pugliaevents.it – e “Viaggiare in Puglia” - www.viaggiareinpuglia.it).

Marketing towards foreign markets (action 5.4). Puglia Region has signed an agreement with
Ryanair - it has added flights form northern and central Europe to Puglia in the last years - for
adding an advertisement banner in Ryanair website. Some of these banners will be designed to
advertise Park's initiatives and tourism packages starting from next year.
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5.3 Provision of clear information material on where to go and what to do when in the area (guides,
maps, websites – relevant languages)
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
We realized a publication which describes the Park, with particular reference to agriculture and
sustainable tourism (Italian); a map with the Park routes and the detail of its farms; a brochure which
describes in synthesis the Park, its services and its typical products (English and Italian); a web site in
which we promote all the events that the Park regularly organize.
Planned activities:
-

-

The Park's guide (action 5.5). The first Park's guide will be published. The guide - in Italian
and English language - will describe the main naturalistic and historical attractions of the
territory and it will include cycle paths, trekking paths and the accommodation facilities
recommended by the Park (facilities that had adhered to the "quality process" described
above).
Over the boundaries (action 5.6). New communication and promotion materials will be
published - maps and texts including the description of Park's historical and natural heritage, in
different languages - to be spread inside Park's visitors' centres and accommodation facilities.
Signage (action 5.7). The implementation of this action aims at improving road signage - to
give more information on Park's boarders - and Park signage. New information hoardings, in
Italian and English language, are foreseen. They will be located along the new paths and in
highly visited zones.

5.4 Provision of accessible information centres/points for visitors and local people
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
The Park has a Visit Centre at the former Fontevecchia station, along the perimeter of the Park natural
area. During summer the Park organize Touristic Information Points in places of touristic relevance
along the seacoast (ex. Info Point at Bosco Verde Beach) and in the old town (ATP offices and the
Association “Ruota libera”).

Planned activities:
The Park is implementing the action "Albergoabici" (action 10.3), where Park information pack will be
available. The "Albergoabici" is located in a highly visited zone and will certainly become a benchmark
for the advertisement of Park's activities. The permanent Visit Centre, located within Fontevecchia
station, and the other seasonal centres, located in the highly visited zones, follow to stay open.

5.5 Processes for ensuring that others (especially tourism enterprises) provide good information for
visitors and local people, including groups and schools
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
Many events (tasting courses of Park products, guided visits and hikes) are in farmhouse holidays and
farms and others operators, all those things contributed to develop such a collaboration that many of
them worked toward giving a correct information about the Park and its services to their guests.
Planned activities:
The educational iniziatives (for local actors) (action 5.8). The Park will continue to organise its
usual awareness activities and environmental education activities (see point 6.1), widespread during
the year and addressed both to tourists and local community. Furthermore, in cooperation with
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"Cooperativa Serapia", the Park will organize a series of educational initiatives specifically addressed
to tourism operators and teachers, aiming to increase the knowledge of Park's natural, historical and
cultural heritage.

5.6 Provision of guiding services and an events programme for visitors and local people, including
groups and schools
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
-

Each year, are organized hikes on Sundays during autumn and spring. Events about: the
biological aquaculture, the natural area cleaning with the collaboration with the Volunteers
Associations.
Musical events, theater, night-events among history, nature and agriculture during summer, in
addition to many didactic programs addressed to schools.

Planned activities:
Get to know the Park (action 5.9). Tourists who visit more frequently the Park are residents of
neighbour municipalities. They just go to the beach and don't know the most of the natural and cultural
resources of the territory. Therefore the Park has the necessity to inform visitors and sensitize their
awareness of a respectful fruition of its natural resources. Consequently a series of training meetings
and guided tours, specifically addressed to schools in neighbourhood, will be organized.
The Park will coordinate this activity that will be developed in cooperation with the Environmental
Education Centres in these municipalities.
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Principle 6 – Tourism products relating to the protected area
6.1 Provision/development of tourism offers (special events, holiday programmes, etc.) involving the
discovery and interpretation of natural and cultural heritage
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
We realized many events included in a programme that indends to valorize the historical and cultural
resources that there are in the Park. Since 2007 we organize a summer festival (Festival
dell'Ambiente after become Festival diffuso fra orizzonti e rifugi della via Traiana) in which the Park
farms are the places from which start hikes and guided visits that have to improve the familiarity that
the Park visitors have with the archaeological areas, rural settlements, ancient roman routes,
munumental olive trees, karst formations (called "lame") and costal ponds. To improve knowledge we
use several kind of cultural animation such as night hikes, night theatral, cinematographic or musical
representations, or didactic labs addressed to adults and children.
Planned activities:
-

-

-

-

-

-

Park's Menu (action 6.1). The action aims at increasing the spreading of the food and wine
products of the territory and at making easier the birth of a short-chain commerce, where
accommodation operators and restaurants operators buy and promote the selling of products
made by small local farms. The setting up of a real Park's Menu, with traditional dishes and
other dishes exclusively cooked with organic products or "km 0" products, available in all
restaurants (within the Park or in the close neighbourhood) voluntary adherent to this initiative
Bioitinerary "Via Traiana" (action 6.2). This pilot project aims at promoting the outstanding
landmarks of the territory, indeed along "Via Traiana" important landscape, historical, cultural,
and natural resources are present. It is a way to bring out organic agriculture and sensitize
awareness of public opinion on the importance of the connections among territorial outstanding
landmarks, sustainable methods for production activities, and healthy diet. The following
subjects could participate in this pilot project: cultural an environmental associations, public
bodies, cultural and environmental operators connected to territorial knowledge, biological
farms, didactic manor farms (masserie), restaurants offering al least one organic menu, selling
points of organic products and farms and agritourisms up to date with organic certification (EU
Regulation 2092/91)
IPOGEA (action 6.3). Olive groves represent the main features of Park's rural landscape and
oil productive chain is strictly related to most of the oldest and typical traditions of the territory.
A proper perception of Park's natural and cultural heritage should get the tourists closer to this
world. The setting up of guided tours to ancient hypogeal oil mills (frantoi ipogei) - tipical oil
mills of Puglia Region - is one of the most effective and evocative ways, to let known:
importance of olive cultivation in the different historical periods, development of methods,
architecture and organization of historical manor farms (masserie).
Andar per....(Go for) (action 6.4). "Andar per..." is a timetable of free guided tours in spring, in
autumn and in summer aiming at letting slowly know Park's territory, natural and rural
biodiversity and farmers who take care of the authentic landscapes with strength and passion
and ancient manor farms (masserie). At the end of each walk a stop for lunch in the manor
farm (masseria) where the tour starts is foreseen; the menu is based on organic products of
Park's farms.
S. Pietro in Ottava (action 6.5). This action aims at starting initiatives for the restoration of S.
Pietro in Ottava Church, a church of great historical and cultural importance, whose restoration
will enrich the cultural tourism supply.
Environmental and cultural system of "Via Traiana" (action 6.6). The implementation of
this action aims at developing a new pattern for promotion and fruition of all cultural and
environmental attractiveness, through coordination and networking among operators and the
setting up of an integrated marketing of tourist services.
Cinema for the environment (action 6.7). Among the supply of tourist's services, the Park will
organize a movie review on environmental issues, aiming at improving the quality of visitors'
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stay trough the opportunity to participate in an original initiative useful to spread a message of
environmental sustainability.
6.2 Effective promotion of these offers
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
The promotion occurs through sending a newsletter to a mailing list of 2500 registered people, press
release on newspapers and televisions, and realization of brochures and events bills.
Planned activities:
The promotion of all the activities both through the instruments usually used by the Park up to now website, newsletter, poster - and the new methods and initiatives described at paragraphs 5.1, 5.2 and
5.4, is foreseen.
In addition a specific action called "The catalogue of activities" (action 6.8) it will be implemented.
The knowledge of all the activities that will be implemented by the stakeholders - Municipalities, Park,
Province and private operators - and their timely communication is one of the issue flagged by tourism
operators, aiming at answering to tourists requests and at setting up an effective promotion strategy.
Park and Charted Office will coordinate the activity of collection and management of the information
and the put in place of a timetable of events and initiatives. This timetable will be published on various
web sites and spread within Park's Houses and accommodation facilities.
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Principle 7 – Training
7.1 Providing or supporting training programmes for staff of the protected area, in sustainable
tourism
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
The Park organized a course for animators and guides addressed to 70 people, in collaboration with
Rural Producers Organizations create study days on biological agriculture and sustainable
maintenance for olive oil, cereal, horticultural productions. The Park organized also bird watching
courses and others to recognize spider orchids, and edible grasses
The park staff participated to the training meetings during the ECST process (see point 2.2)
Planned activities:
The staff park and its provisional collaborators and volunteers will attend to the training planned
activities described in point 7.2.

7.2 Providing or supporting training of other organizations and tourism enterprises in sustainable
tourism
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
The Park offered partnership for the realization of a professional formation curate by informative
agencies and public schools. Tourism operators participated to the training meetings during the ECST
process (see point 2.2).
Planned activities:
-

-

Sustainability and acceptance (action 7.1). Training events specifically directed at tour
operators, in order to increase their knowledge of: sensitivity and expectations of the
"sustainable tourists" and application of environmental innovation strategies (regarding water
management, waste management, renewable energy, mobility...). Exchange of experiences
with other Charter areas, best practices and successful stories at national and international
level.
Keepers of the territory (action 7.2). Training events specifically targeted to tour operators,
aimed at increasing their knowledge about: natural elements of great value and tourist appeal
of the park, existing even near their own structures; correct tourism behaviors; risks and threat
to habitats and species. Exchange of experiences, best practices and successful stories at
national and international level.
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Principle 8 – Community involvement and maintaining local quality of life
8.1 Involving local communities in the planning of tourism in the area
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
It has been created the Park Council, an organism that supports decisions and activities planning of
the Park Authority. This is made of the representatives of the ecologist and the producing worlds in
which there are also the touristic operators (farmhouses holidays, bathing establishment owners and
hoteliers).
Planned activities:
The local community will be able to interact with the Park trough the participation in the Park
Consultation Body (action 1.4) and in the Permanent Forum of ECST (action 1.1). The Forum will be
actually the deputy to define future tourism policies, monitor the planned activities, verify their
effectiveness and, if necessary, identify changes and corrections.
Participation in the Permanent Forum of the officers of the Tourism Department of the Region of
Puglia and of other main actors, will provides an effective level of dialogue and a good opportunity for
the local community to communicate their needs and participate in planning and decisions.
Beyond the Forum, however, the involvement of individual stakeholders is also ensured by the
continued dialogue and outreach activities that the park always promotes. This is the basis of a
positive and fruitful relationship with the local community, which recognizes the Park as promoter of
local development and always collaborates in the definition and implementation of local promotion
activities.

8.2 Communication between the protected area, local people and visitors
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
All the activities and the events promoted by the Park include the involvement of economic operators,
cultural and ecologist and wine-and-food associations, in addition to local communities. Furthermore,
many of these events are attended by tourists and local inhabitants.
Planned activities:
From its birth Park has been committing in the involvement of local community trough an intense and
continuous dialogue with stakeholders. It has been a direct communication exchange, thanks to high
visibility of Park's President, who actively participates in local processes for territorial and rural
development using steady and effective methods.
Web site, visit centres and information points, widespread in the highly visited zones in summer,
guarantee the communication with visitors.
In regard to new forms and methods for involvement of local community and communication strategies
see actions 5.5, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9. Furthermore, the action Tell the Park (action 8.1) will be
implemented. This action foresees the set up of the school contest called "to tell the Park", using tails,
drawings, photos and videos.

8.3 Mechanisms for identifying and seeking to reduce any conflicts that may arise
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
The strong presence and continuous dialogue with their local community lets the Park have a
constantly updated view of the conflict situations determined by the tourists.
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Planned activities:
The intense level of communication with their local community and the consequent immediate
knowledge of any conflict situations, allow the Park to schedule actions to mitigate - as possible in a
small protected area - the intense discomfort of a high number of tourists. One of the elements of
greatest conflicts between tourism and the local community is the daily congestion of vehicles in
summer, due to high flow of visitors. An action, called “To the beach by bus” (action 8.2), has been
identified consisting in an agreement among Region, Municipalities and the private Transport
Company (who have participated in the Forum) to encourage public transport towards beaches,
through the introduction of new bus passages specifically dedicated to this service.
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Principle 9 – Benefits to the local economy and local community
9.1 Promoting the purchase of local products (food, crafts, local services) by visitors and local
tourism businesses
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
All the activities and the events promoted by the Park are devoted to the knowledge and promotion of
patterns for sustainable development. Are illustrated to visitors the places of the biological agrarian
production or where are carried out examples of sustainable tourism linked to the renovation of rural
houses such as farms and examples of traditional craft thanks to the revival of traditional artisanal
activities. To the point, the Park supports events carried out by private operators linked with biological
aquaculture, to the promotion the olive oil produce by secular olives, biological honey, pasta of
biological hard wheat cultivated in the Park, in addition to ancient varieties of tomatoes associated with
the cotton production. The Park promoted the creation of the Slow Food facility for the Regina tomato
of Torre Canne.
Planned activities:
In the Action Plan, several initiatives have been planned, to approach tourists to artisans and small
local producers, facilitating the purchase of food and wine products and services offered by small local
companies. In addition to the action already described in section 6.1, the following activities are
scheduled:
-

-

Not only in summer (action 9.1). One of the main elements of the Strategy is the need to
extend the tourist season, to mitigate the impacts determined by the high concentration of
tourists in summer and provide better support to local businesses distributed during the all
year. To achieve this goal over the next five years many events will be organized from
September to June: fairs and gastronomic competitions, equestrian trails, the festival of the
products of ancient olive groves, guided tours and tastings of aquaculture organic fish School tourism (action 9.2). The Forum has identified the school tourism as one of the
potential most interesting tourism sector of the Coastal Dunes Park, because the
characteristics of the area - in terms of accommodation and possible activities- guarantee a
competitive offer for this target. Moreover, this type of tourism ensures the presence of visitors
in low seasonal period. Finally, schools are usually “loyal” clients along the years. New
packages will be prepared, oriented to different needs and school levels, to be promoted at
national level. A local cooperative of environmental education will be in charge of it.

9.2 Encouraging the employment of local people in tourism
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
The Park stimulated the creation of a Cooperative society to supply touristic services with local human
resources and motivated the farmhouses of the Park area owned by local farmers.
Planned activities:
There were no further activities than those in progress because the area is characterized by the
widespread presence of small and family tourism businesses.

9.3 Development of tourism in association with traditional economic activity (e.g. agriculture)
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
In its farms the Park promoted taste labs and courses of tasting for tourists and local community,
which deals with the transformation of milk into cheese, the olive oil produced by secular olive trees,
the traditional cuisine, the production of pasta of biological hard wheat of some ancient varieties of the
Park, in addition to many other gastronomic events that aim at making know the Park products.
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Planned activities:
All initiatives usually promoted by the Park are based on collaboration between tourism businesses
and operators of other economic sectors linked to local traditions, in particular agriculture. Many
activities already undertaken in recent years have now become regular events. In addition, a number
of actions included in the Plan (see point 6.1) seek to strengthen this cooperation, as the most
attractive element of this area is precisely the preservation of a intact rural landscape and traditional
products and activities.
The Laboratory of Peasant Civilization (action 9.3) will be realized to retain the knowledge of crafts
and activities that have influence the economic and social life of this area and have shaped the
landscape. It will be a center for educational purpose, but will be also a place where to organize
training activities and to promote the learning of ancient crafts, the development of small businesses
and the professional integration in the sector of high quality craftsman.
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Principle 10 – Managing visitor flows
10.1 Keeping a record of visitor numbers over time and space, including feedback from local tourism
enterprises
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
During all the activities there are guest books, in which there are specified besides of the address,
telephone number and email address, also the place of origin, age and profession.
For the events in farms (taste labs and tasting education), the farm owners recollect the same data.
Planned activities:
The activities carried out so far have allowed the park to have a good knowledge of the number of
tourists involved. The objective of the next 5 years is to have more control of the tourism flow in the
entire territory of the park. The action called Knowledge of the local tourist flow (action 10.1) has
exactly this purpose: to know more in detail the tourism dynamics affecting the park, the amount of
tourists staying in the park, the daily flows, the visitor access in fragile and high natural value areas.
This activity will be conducted by the ECST office, in collaboration with tour operators for information
updated and refered to specific local contexts.

10.2 Creating and implementing a visitor management plan
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
It not been made a Management Plan
Planned activities:
At the moment is not planned to create a real visitor management plan. It will be developed during the
preparation of the Park Plan, which will include information and rules of access and use of different
park zones.

10.3 Promoting use of public transport, cycling and walking as an alternative to private cars
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
The activities promoted by the Park which aim at knowing the environmental and cultural emergencies
that there are in the protected area, are the trekking and the bike-trekking. Furthermore, the Park has
about 40 bicycles for adults, boys and disabled people in the Visit Centre (former Fontevecchia
station), used for hikes with guides and courier, or for visitors bike rental.
Planned activities:
The park has always pursued a policy of strong encouragement to the slow mobility of its territory,
mainly based on bicycle and train. That includes some initiatives in the past (the recovery as bike path
of ancient roman road “via Traiana”; the bike rental service at the Park House, located near the railway
station Cisternino)
In order to encourage the use of public transport see point 8.3 Action To the beach by bus (action
8.2), to increase the number of daily bus trips along the cost.
For the promotion of cycling the following actions are planned:
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-

Ancient Railways (action 10.2). Construction of bicycle paths along the disused railway paths,
from Fontevecchia across the inland areas of the park. This is a series of trails that was a network
of transport infrastructure now abandoned (railways, roads, embankments, historic trails, etc..).

-

The Albergabici - Bike hotel (action 10.3). Recuperation of an old abandoned building - located
near the train station - for reception facilities for cyclists in the park. 20 beds will be constructed,
shop for bikes, cycling center for assistance, an information point for route maps, deplians, etc.

The bike-beach (action 10.4). Connected with the action Albergabici, a bathhouse will be fully
equipped to provide all necessary services for those who travel by bicycle. This initiative reaches
out to all those who want to be able to reach the sea in a slow and natural way, and aims to
encourage the use of this transport in the most crowded and affected tourist areas.
10.4 Controlling the siting and style of any new tourism development
Activities already undertaken/current activities:
There are not current or already undertaken activities
Planned activities:
No specific activities have been planned, but the Forum and the Park will monitoring this aspect and, if
necessary, will introduce new activities for the next Action Plan.
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